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Timber barons got rich by cutting and running. They still do. Clearcut forests, where everything is sawed down, cover the land from West Virginia to Montana to California and Alaska. Here, a landscape reminiscent of saturation bombing replants what was once a redwood forest. The cut, zigzagged by bulldozed logging roads, reaches to the very edge of Redwood National Park, at the bottom. Reforestation on such land will be very slow. (Dave Van de Mark)
Logging trucks hustle the timber over precarious dirt roads, where erosion and soil slides threaten uncut trees below and silt streams. The washoff from such roads and clearcutting carries away the topsoil, making reforestation a slow process, if it happens at all. (Top: Philip Hyde; Bottom: Dave Van de Mark)

rs cut everywhere, even along steep slopes where the danger of erosion is great. One way to get out the trees is called cable logging: the loggers haul the wood, sometimes even the tractors, tided by the cables. Both landslides and erosion have begun along these recent roads near Redwood Creek (top) and cable drag cuts mar the slope (bottom) on the ridge beside the Klamath River, California. (Top: Philip Hyde; Bottom: 1 Littion)
There are many ways to cut a forest. An Arcata Redwood Company clearcut stretches in a curve toward its smoking mill near Prairie Creek, California (top). Three years after "shelterwood" cutting, little reforestation has taken place, and much wood remains on the ground in a northern California redwood cut (bottom). (Philip Hyde)
seeding is often futile. The damage done to the soil by clearcutting makes a mockery of man's efforts to regenerate the devastated forest. The land (top) was in 1957, recut and planted in 1960; the photograph was made in 1964. Seeding is a slow way to rejuvenate any cutover land (bottom); (Philip Hyde)

One battlefield between conservationists and timber barons is the wilderness area where timbering is forbidden. To show their disdain, some loggers cut right to the very edges of any public forestland, as here, where the trees mark the beginning of the pristine wilderness area inside the Marble Mountains of California. (Dave J. de Mark)
Nowhere has the battle between logger and conservationist been more bitter than during the Redwood National Park controversy. The valley of Redwood Creek (top) passes along the west side of Bald Hills Ridge in a 1969 photograph. Extensive logging was going on elsewhere, but this uninterrupted stretch was the largest redwood forest anywhere at that time. Much of it has been logged off now. So too, the redwood forest (bottom) along the west side of Bald Hills Ridge adjacent to the Redwood National Park, which fell to loggers in 1971. (Martin Litton)

Louisiana-Pacific and other logging companies cut redwoods right to the edge of the proposed Redwood National Park. Here, clearcutting on Bridge Creek exposed the park's tall redwoods to erosion and filled much of the creek with silt. One of the greatest defeats in conservation history was the failure to protect and include complete watersheds--the higher, tree-covered forestland--in Redwood Park. (M. Van de Mark)
Conservationists accused the Arcata Redwood Company of “park preventative” logging when the company clearcut these redwoods (top) before they could be included in the Redwood National Park. Georgia-Pacific clearcut the last redwood skyline at Bridge Creek—Redwood Creek divide (bottom), and Bridge Creek filled with slash, logs and silt. (Martin Litton)

The Skunk Cabbage Creek redwoods (top) were still forest reaching to the Pacific Ocean when the Redwood National Park was established. Skunk Cabbage Creek, omitted because of the cost of acquisition, was surrounded by the park. In 1972 the Arcata Redwood Company began devouring this hole in the Redwood National Park doughnut. Redwood Creek (bottom) curves around Tall Trees Grove, embattled woods containing the tallest redwoods known to be standing, inside the National Park. Right behind, and uphill from this grove, the Simpson Timber Company began clearcutting in 1973. (Martin Litton)
Where the logger wins, man loses. An Arcata Redwood Company truck hauls out the redwoods from the company's land (top), now a chewed and barren landscape. A forestry euphemism ("overmature timber harvested . . .") on a redwood sign (bottom) attempts to cover the disaster any small boy can comprehend. The photograph was taken in 1969. (Martin Litton)

Clearcutting

After clearcutting the sunlight is no longer filtered and thus strikes the forest soil directly. The Forest Service's timber-management report on the Wyoming national forests reported that "perhaps the most drastic environmental change caused by the cutting is the increase in solar light intensity at the soil-air interface. One study in 1970 showed that light intensities, typical at upper elevations, contribute to the high-mortality of open-grown seedlings. High temperatures associated with high-light intensity heat the soil surface, and increase transpiration and evaporation."

Dr. Curry continued his testimony by describing other hazards: "Certain cutting practices, particularly those that expose formerly shaded litter-bearing soils to sunlight, as clearcutting and much selective cutting does, greatly increase biologic activity among the soil bacteria, resulting in sterilization of the soil by leaching it of its stored chemical nutrients, with or without erosion when this happens."

Dr. Curry's testimony was quickly challenged by the timber industry. For one thing, he had relied not on his research alone, but also on a controversial Forest Service study on the agency's Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire's White Mountains. There a team of scientists, led by Dr. G. E. Likens of Cornell and Dr. F. H. Bormann of Yale, clearcut all woody vegetation on a thirty-nine-year-old beech-maple-birch watershed during the winter of 1965-66. The scientists built no roads and made no attempts to remove felled trees or dead vegetation. For the next three summers the thirty-nine-acre area was sprayed with herbicides so that no vegetation could appear. Then the scientists observed the effects on the forest soil and water, using an undisturbed watershed nearby as a control.

In the fall of the second year, 1967, nitrate concentration in the stream flow peaked at 18 ppm (parts per million)—higher than desirable levels. Nitrates in stream flow were above 6.8 ppm in the spring and summer of 1968, which meant that the forest soil was being depleted. Herbicide treatments were stopped in 1968 and by the fall of 1970, after two seasons of vegetative regrowth, nitrate levels dropped to 2.8 ppm, similar to those recorded at other clearcut areas in the White Mountains.

In the February 23, 1968, issue of Science, Bormann, Likens, et al. wrote that "clearcutting tends to deplete the nutrients of a forest ecosystem." Two years later, in the Winter 1970 issue of Ecological Monographs, the team published an article supporting their earlier conclusions: "The total net export of dissolved inorganic substances from the deforested ecosystem was 14-15 times greater than from the undisturbed ecosystems." Their findings tended to support Dr. Curry's allegations that clearcutting could lead to sterilization of the soil and limited regrowth.

The woodcutting industry and its friends attacked the Bormann-Likens study at Hubbard Brook. John R. McGuire, then Deputy Chief and now Chief of the Forest Service, reassured the regional foresters and other